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“Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing that is worth knowing can be taught.”
Attributed to Oscar Wilde (1854 - 1900)

A doctor on a white laboratory gown looks elated among his patients. A lawyer when he wore a barrister’s robe feels jubilant with the profession. When we look on ourselves in a mirror, dressed dignified and professionally, we do not just see a teacher; or the lawyer’s chair, a teacher represents the system of education in the country. In its symbolic stance, education has made a face among the populace.

A face that has been admired with decadence and utmost respect. Although this 2018 result of the PISA is disastrous to that image, the face of education in the country continue to strive to be at par with our South East Asian neighbors. Should we enjoin critics and educational scientists to uproot the problem? In terms of the advantages, there are no doubt in it, teachers must comply.

In terms of the advances, the step may have some difficulties: some parts of our country may have been remote, and not every students were able to comply with the technology because even so, majority of the students do not the means.

In understanding the situation, we have been tossed in various problems – some of which are beyond our hands to deliver, others are seemingly impossible
undertakings we must comply, few more are compromised. But knowing a Filipino teacher, resourceful and ever-adaptive, the nation will be at the perks and perils of the situation when we get the hands of time tied to our willingness and abilities in search of light.
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